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2. Data processing

1. Retrieval Method

The iterative solution using the LISA retrieval method can be expressed as follow:

• Radiative transfer model KOPRA (Karlsruhe Optimised and
Precise Radiative transfer Algorithm) + Inversion module
KOPRAFIT
• A constrained least squares fit method using an analytical
altitude-dependent regularization is used: combination of zero,
first and second order Tikhonov constraints with altitudedependent coefficients. The coefficients are optimized to both
maximize the degrees of freedom (DOF) and to minimize the total
error on the retrieved profile. All the details of the retrieval method
are reported in [1].
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3. Potential improvements
The constraint used for the retrievals is constant and based on the ozone climatology for the
midlatitudes region. For atypical situations this constraint appears to be inadequate (too strong for
the most favorable situations, too weak for the worst cases). Both situations lead to retrieval
problems:
- sensitivity of the retrieval profile (particularly at the lower tropospheric layers) could be
maximized when the conditions are favorable
- oscillating profiles when the constraint is too weak that are currently rejected by the quality
filters could be better controlled and produce additional information.
In order to optimize the retrieval we explore the possibility to adjust the constraint to the real
information included in each measurement which depends on the thermodynamical conditions
(thermal contrast, tropopause height). A self-adapting and altitude-dependent regularization
method for atmospheric profile retrievals [2] was implemented.
[2] Ridolfi et al., OPTICS EXPRESS, 19, No. 27, 2011

6. Simulation Experiment - partial columns maps
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7. Simulation Experiment - vertical cross-sections
Vertical cross-sections at chosen latitudes are plotted to estimate the impact of the regularization
choice on the vertical distribution of the retrieved ozone.
Two versions of the constraint for which we applied the self-adapting method have been used. For
latitudes between 40°N and 50°N, the new methodology succeed to better describe the vertical
distribution of ozone in the lower troposphere. For latitudes lower than 40°N and higher than 60°N, the
method fails to reproduce the vertical distribution of ozone. This is also reflected by the larger errors on
the partial columns in these two regions.
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The “IASI like” measurement was simulated based on the chemistry and transport model
MOCAGE for a large scale tropospheric ozone pollution event occurring on 20.08.2009.
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[1] Eremenko et al., Geophys. Res. Lett., 35, L1885, 2008.
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5. Application to the retrieval :
reduction of oscillating profiles
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Applying the self-adapting regularization method modifies the solution as follow:
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we - user defined margin for chi-square (related to measurement error)
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Where
xa – the apriori solution vector
xi – the solution vector at the iteration i
K i – the jacobian matrix for the solution vector
S y – the noise covariance matrix
R – the regularization matrix
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Where
R0 – (in the case of nadir retrieval) regularization matrix with the weakest possible constraint keeping a
meaningful solution
LT ΛL – self adapting regularization term where Λ -profile is determined as the minimizer of the following
target function
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IASI L1C data

The analysis of IASI data is performed in three steps:
• retrieval of the effective surface temperature : selected
windows between 800 and 950 cm-1, emissivity equal to unity.
• retrieval of the atmospheric temperature profile from CO2
lines in the 15 µm spectral region and using the ECMWF
profiles as a priori.
• retrieval of the ozone profiles from seven spectral windows
in the 975-1100 cm-1 region that avoid strong water vapor
lines.

43.94oN / 16.15oE
Tsurf=37.5oC
DOF(0-6km)=0.77
DOF(7-12km)=0.71

4. Self-adapting and altitude-dependent regularization
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The gain in DOF 0-6km is about 20% :
mean DOF = 0.64 for standard retrieval
mean DOF = 0.78 for the self-adapting.
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Conclusions / Future work
The subject of this study was to apply a self-adapting regularization to the Infrared nadir ozone retrievals . This
new method improves the spatial representation of measured ozone structures in the lower troposphere, but the
limits of the vertical resolution of the retrieved profile due to the measurement nature do not allow one to retrieve
the fine vertical structures in the ozone concentrations.
Preliminary results show that the concentrations close to the surface obtained with the new method may be more
strongly dependent on ozone at higher altitudes due to the profile smoothing and do not necessarily represent
real surface ozone. The impact of self-adapting regularization on the retrieved profiles should be studied in
details. A better constraint has still to be defined.

